Moveable Feast in the Basque-Land
Basque cooking enjoys a reputation for being one of the best cuisines in the
world. It’s origins go back to the 17th century when men would participate
in “gastronomic societies” (txokos), or supper clubs where they would cook
traditional dishes for each other and spend the evening talking and playing
cards. Without the txokos, it would be hard to explain the deep-rooted
popularity and evolution of Basque cuisine.

Delicious Highlights
• Guided pinxtos walking tour
• Experience traditional preparation of
anchovies from 17th century
• Txakoli wine tasting an small winery
• Visit to fish market and then a class in
latest Basque dishes
• Dinner of freshly-caught fish at a
restaurant overlooking Bay of Biscay

Today Basque chefs are hard at work creating new dishes and have raised
the bar of European gastronomy. There are now 16 Michelin stars in San
Sebastian alone, but authentic country experiences are never far away.
Idiazabal cheese has been made in the Basque region since neolithic times,
and this November the International Cheese Festival is taking place there, a
celebration of over 3,000 artisan produced cheeses. We will have time to
walk the halls, taste the cheeses and watch chef demonstrations.

• Tour of the Basque “Napa Valley” and

Our journey includes a day-long excursion to the Napa Valley of the Basque
region for private tastings at three vineyards. It concludes with two days in
Madrid where we tour the city and the Prado and enjoy a farewell dinner.

• Visit to the Sanctuary of Loyola and
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visit to three vineyards
• Visit to the International Cheese
Festival
Sightseeing Highlights:
• Guided tour of Guggenheim Bilbao
the Antiqua Hermitage
• City tours of San Sebastian, Madrid

Priced from $4,710 per person (land only)
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GLOBAL GOURMANDS creates exceptional and authentic culinary journeys that showcase the

gastronomic heritage and cultural highlights of a destination. We focus on small-group and independent travel which allows for flexibility on the road, better access to guides and a more intimate
group dynamic. Price of $4,710 pp (excluding internal air) reflects a min group size of 12 travelers.
Pricing for two, four or six travelers available. We recommend that you purchase travel protection,
should there be unforeseen circumstances that affect your participation in a tour. Please see our
website for more information about our tours and our complete Terms & Conditions or contact us at
TEL: 312.724.6985 !

globalgourmands.com

